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Abstract 
Ifu is a terminal node of a rooted tree T. with n terminal nodes, let h(u) = ~f(d(v)) where the 
sum is over all interior nodes v in the path from the root of T. to u, d(v) is the out-degree of v, 
and 1" is a non-negative cost function. The path entropy function h(T.) = ~h(u), where the sum 
is over the n terminal nodes of T., is a measure of the complexity of the hierarchical 
classification scheme represented by T.. We show, under suitable assumptions, that the 
expected value of h(T.) over all trees 7". in certain families of weighted trees is asymptotic to 
Kn 3/2 where the constant K depends on the family and the cost function f 
1. Introduction 
The out-degree d(v) of a node v in a rooted tree is the number of edges incident with 
v that lead away from the root. Let 7". denote a rooted tree with n terminal nodes (of 
out-degree zero) and no nodes of out-degree one; we shall refer to such trees as reduced 
trees. Letf(k)  denote a non-negative cost-function defined for positive integers k. For 
any terminal node u of a non-trivial reduced tree T., let h(u) = y~f(d(v)) where the sum 
is over the interior nodes v of 7". in the path joining the root of 7". to u. If 7". represents 
a hierarchical classification scheme with n categories corresponding to the n terminal 
nodes, then f (d(v) )  represents the cost of the decision made at the intermediate step 
corresponding to the interior node v; and the path entropy function h (T . )= •h(u), 
where the sum is over all terminal nodes u of T., is a measure of the complexity of T.. 
Green 1-6] showed that if f (k) = logz k, then 
nlog2 n ~ h(T.) <~ ½(n -- 1)(n + 2) 
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for any reduced tree 7'. with n >~ 3 terminal nodes. (See also [7] or [12] for additional 
references and material on path functions.) This suggests the problem of considering 
the expected value of h(T.) over all trees in specified families J~ of reduced trees and 
for more general cost functions f (k) .  
In section 2 we describe the families ~ of reduced trees we shall be considering 
- -  the simply generated families - -  and we shall determine the asymptotic behaviour 
of the number of trees 7". in such families. Our main results are in Section 3 where we 
show that under suitable assumptions the expected value of h(T.) grows like Kn 3/2 
where the value of the constant K depends on the family ~ and the cost functionf(k). 
We conclude with some numerical examples in Section 4. 
2. Simply generated families 
Let ~ denote a family of weighted plane trees (or ordered trees, as they are 
sometimes called I-8, p. 306]) in which the tree T, has weight w(T,). We recall (see, e.g., 
[4, 9, 13]) that such a family is said to be simply generated if there exists a sequence of 
non-negative constants Co ( = 1), ca, c2 .... such that 
w(T,) = 1-I c~ '(r") (2.1) 
for all trees T. in ~,  where Di(T,) denotes the number of nodes of out-degree i in T,. 
We shall assume henceforth that ~ is some particular simply generated family of trees 
for which cl = 0 so that only reduced trees, with no nodes of out-degree one, receive 
non-zero weights. 
Let y. = Z w(T.), where the sum is over the (reduced) trees 7". in ~ with n terminal 
nodes. If we classify the trees T. in .~ according to the out-degrees of their roots and 
take the weight-factors ci into account, then it is not difficult to see that the generating 
function Y = ~ y.x" satisfies the relation 
Y(x) = x + czYZ(x) + c3y3(x)  q- "" .  
Theorem 1. Suppose ~(t)  = c2 t2 q- c3 t3 q- . . .  is an analytic function forO <~ Itl < R ~< 
and that 
(i) Ck >l O for k >~ 2, 
(ii) gcd{k--  1: Ck > 0} = 1, and 
(iii) ~'(v) = 1 for  some v, where 0 < v < R. 
I f  Y = Y(x) = ~ y,x" is the unique solution of  the relation 
Y=x+ ~(Y)  
in the neighbourhood of  x = 0 with Y(O)= O, then tP(x) is 
Ix] <~ fl = v - ~(v) except at x = ft. Moreover, Y(fl) = v and 
y. ~ af l -"n-  3/2 (2.3) 
as n ~ ~,  where a = (f l /2n~"(v)) lie. 
(2.2) 
analytic in the disk 
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Remark. Comtet Eli and Foulds and Robinson [5] have shown that conclusion (2.3) 
holds when ~(t) = e' - 1 - t; see also [1 l, p. 208]. The more general result can be 
proved by an argument similar to that used to prove Theorem 3.1 in E9] which 
describes the behaviour of coefficients in generating functions P(x) satisfying a rela- 
tion of the form P(x) = x~(P(x)); see also [13, p. 32]. In fact, conclusion (2.3) can be 
deduced from the earlier result if relation (2.2) is rewritten as Y(x) = x~(Y(x)) where 
q'(t) = (1 - tP(t)/t)- 1. However, for the sake of completeness, we sketch a proof of 
(2.3) here that involves a somewhat different approach at the outset. 
Proof  of  Theorem 1. We begin by showing that the mapping x =f (Y ) : - -  Y - tp (y )  
is univalent on the disk ] YI ~< v. If I Yll ~< v and I Y21 ~< v but Y~ :~ Y2, then 
~f1~ Y l ~ m ~1~ Y2  ~ m 
1 --2..Ck(Y] ' + Y] 2Y 2 -~-"'" "~ yk 1), 
Y I -  Y2 2 
(2.4) 
Suppose, first, that I Yt] = ]Y21 = v and let e i° = Y2/Y1; then 
22 + + . . .  + <. ,. ' . l l  + e '° + .. .  + 1'"1 
<~kckvk-X = 1, 
2 
by (i) and (iii), since I I + e i° + '.- + e "k 1)°1 < k if0 ¢ 0. Hencef(Y1) 4:f(Y2) in this 
case, in view of (2.4). To dispose of the remaining cases, when I Y1 [ < v or I Y21 "< v, we 
may observe that I Y]- 1 + y ] -  2 y:  + ... + y~- 11 < kvk 1 and proceed as before: or 
we may appeal to the result (cf. [2, p. 184]) that i fa function is analytic within and on 
a closed contour and is univalent on the contour, then it is univalent within and on the 
contour. It follows, therefore, that x =f (Y )  is univalent on the disk I YI ~< v in the 
complex Y-plane. Moreover, f maps the circle I Y[ = v onto a simple closed curve F in 
the complex x-plane andfmaps  the interior of the circle I YI = v onto the interior of 
the region enclosed by F; in particular, f(0) = 0 and f(v) = ft. 
Let Yo and Xo be any points such that Xo =f(Yo)  and, in addition, I Y01 = v 
but Y0 v ~ v or, equivalently, xo ~/" but Xo :~ fl, Since conditions li) and (ii) hold and 
v < R, it follows from Lemma 2 in [10] that [1 + 7J(Yo)/Yol < 1 + ~(v)/v and, hence, 
that 
Ixol = I Yo -- tP(Yo)[ = vl2 -- (1 + ~(Yo)/Yo) I 
> v(2 - (1 + q'(v)/v)) = ~. 
This implies that the set D = {x: Ix] = fl, x 4: fl} lies in the interior of the region 
enclosed by F, so for every x ~ D there is a unique Y such that [ Y[ < v and x = f(Y).  
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Furthermore, this inverse function Y = Y(x) is analytic for all x E D since if I YI < v 
then 
If '(Y)l = I1 - ~'(Y) I  
>~l -~ ' ( IY I )> l -~ ' (v )=0 
by (i) and (iii); and Y(x) has a singularity at x = fl since f ' (v)  = 0. 
Now Y(x) = ~ y,x" around x = 0, so this series converges for Ixl < ft. Since the 
mapping x =f (Y )  is continuous it follows that Y(f l - )= v; the coefficients y, are 
non-negative, by (i) and relation (2.2), so it follows from Tauber's theorem that 
2~ y.fl n= v. 
The rest of the argument is standard. In the neighbourhood of Y = v we have the 
expansion 
3 - x = (v - r )  - (~e(v)  - q ' ( r ) )  = ½ q ' " (v ) - (v  - r )2  + . . . ;  
hence in the neighbourhood of x = fl we have the expansion 
Y(x)  = v - b l (  fl - x)  1/2 - b2( fl - x)  1 - b3( fl - x)  3/2 . . . .  , (2.5) 
where, in particular, bl = (2/~"(v)) 1/2. Darboux's  theorem [3, p. 20] states that if Y(x) 
has the expansion (2.5) where fl is the only singularity of Y(x) on its circle of 
convergence, then conclusion (2.3) holds where a = ½bl(fl/rt) lie = (fl/2rc~"(v)) l/e, as 
required. (We remark that conclusion (2.3) still holds when cl # 0 and nodes of 
out-degree one are admitted provided ~u(t) is defined as y~ citi; note that a necessary 
condition for condition (iii) to be satisfied then is that cl < 1.) [] 
3. Main results 
Let 
h. = ~ w(T.)'h(T,) 
for n ~> 2, when the sum is over all trees T, with n terminal nodes that belong to 
a particular simply generated family ~ of reduced trees, w(T,) is the weight of T, 
defined by (2.1), and h(T,) is the path entropy function defined in Section 1. Let F(t) 
and F'(t) denote the formal power series 
~ Ckf(k)t k and ~Ckkf(k)t  k-l, 
2 2 
where the Ck'S are  the weights appearing in the definition of w(T,) andf (k )  is the cost 
function appearing in the definition of h(T.). We now derive a relation for the 
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generating function 
H(x) = y, h,x ° 
2 
in terms of F(t) and the generating function Y(x) for the family ~-. 
Theorem 2. H(x)= xF'(  Y(x)) . (Y ' (x))  2. 
Proof. Let 
U(x ,z )= x + y~ y w(L )z  h~T'~ x °, 
t /=2 
where the inner sum is over all trees T, in o~ with n terminal nodes; we note that 
U(x, 1) = Y(x) and U:(x, 1) = H(x). If the tree T, is formed by joining the root-node 
to the roots of the subtrees T (1) . . . . .  T ~k) for some k ~> 2, then it follows from the 
definition of h(T,) that 
k 
h(T,) = nf(k) + ~ h(T(J)). 
j 1 
From this it is not difficult to see that 
so, 
U(x,z) = x + y~ ckUk(xz/(~),z). 
2 
If we take the formal partial derivatives of both sides of this relation with respect o 
z and set z = 1, we find that 
H(x) = ~, kCk yk-  I(X ). {x f (k )  Y'(x) + H(x)] 
= xF'(Y(x))"  Y'(x) + tp,( Y(x))" H(x). 
Hence 
H(x) = xF ' (Y(x) ) .  Y'(x)'(1 - ~P'(Y(x))) 
= xF ' (Y (x) ) . (Y ' (x ) )  2 
as required, appealing to relation (2.2) at the last step. 
In what follows we shall use the following straightforward asymptotic result; we let 
(d,{g(x)} denote the coefficient of x" in the power series expansion of g(x). 
Lemma. Let P(x) = ~o P, xn and Q(x) = Y,o q,x" and suppose that 
Pn 1/Pn--* 1 as n--* oo, (3.1) 
Pm/P, <~ H < oc ,for O <~ m <~ n and n = O, 1 . . . . .  (3.2) 
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and 
Then 
~,lq,  I =A < oo. (3.3) 
0 
(g .{Q(x)P (x )}  ~ Q(1)p, as n--* oo. (3.4) 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that p, > 0 for n >~ 0. For any given 
e > 0 we may choose M = Ms so that 52~t+ 1 Iq,] < e,, by (3.3); and then we may choose 
N = NE so that I P , -k /P ,  -- If < g i f0~ k~< M and n ~> N, by (3.1). I fn /> N, then 
]p;1 .~ .{Q(x)P (x )}  - Q(1)l 
~o qk(P , _k /p . - -1 )  + 
~<e(A+H+ 1), 
where we have used (3.2) 
qkPn-k/Pn q- ZU 
M+I  
at the last step. The required result now follows. 
We now determine the asymptotic behaviour of the expected value/~(n) = h, /y ,  of 
the path entropy function h(T. )  over the y, trees in ~-. We assume the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 hold so that y,  ~ aft "n -3/2 where fl = v - q'(v), 7~'(v) = 1, and Y(f l)  = v. 
Theorem 3. I f  the series ~ Ckkf(k)v k-x converges and has sum S, then 
/~(n) ..~ Kn  3/2 
as n ~ Go, where K = (rt /2f l~"(v))  1/2 " S. 
(3.5) 
Remark. The series defining S will converge iff(k) = O((1 + 6)k) for some fixed 6 such 
that 0 < 6 < R/v  - 1 or, in particular, if f (k) = O(k N) for some fixed N. If the series 
defining S diverges, then #(n) will grow more rapidly than n 3/2, but we shall not pursue 
this case further here. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We recall that it follows from relation (2.3) and Lemma 3.1(ii) 
in [9] that 
c~,{( y,(x))2} ,,, rt(a/fl)2 . f l - , .  
It is not difficult to verify that the functions P(x)  = (Y ' (xf l ) )  z and 
Q(x) = x f l2~ Ckkf (k )Yk - l (x f l )  satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Thus it follows 
from Theorem 2 and the lemma that 
h, . fl" ~ S.  naZ/fl. 
Hence,/~(n) = h, /y ,  ~ Kn  3/e where K = Sna/f l  = (rc/2flT~"(v))l/2"S, as required. 2? 
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Notice that if the weight funct ionf(k)  equals one for all k/> 2, then F(t)  = q'(t) and 
F'(v) = ~P'(v) = 1. In this case conclusion (3.5) implies that the expected value of the 
sum of the distances from the n terminal nodes of T, to the root of 7", is asymptot ic  to 
(r~/2117J"(v))l/2n 3'2 as n ~ oc. (In particular, if F(t)  = q'(t) = t 2 and o ~ is the family of 
binary trees, then/~(n) = 4"- 1/y, _ n; see [8, p. 590].) An analogous result on the sum 
of the distances between the root and all nodes in (not necessarily reduced) simply 
generated trees was given in [9, Theorem 4.5]. 
4. Some numerical results 
Let ~ denote the family of reduced 2 3 trees in which the out-degree of every 
interior node is two or three and c2 = c3 = 1. Then ~P(t) = t 2 + t 3, so v = 1,./3 and 
/ /=  5/27, and it follows from Theorem 1 that 
y, ~ a(5.4)"'n 3/2, 
where a = (5/(8.27g)) 1/2 = 0.0858 ---. (We remark that this family was considered in 
[-4] in connection with another problem; but there these trees were enumerated by the 
total number of nodes instead of the number of terminal nodes.) 
Next, let o~ denote the family of reduced plane trees for which 7J(t) = t2(1 - t) 1 
In this case v = 1 - xf2/2,/~ = 3 - 23'2, and 
y, ~ a(5.828 "'')n'n-3/2, 
where a = ((3 - 23"2) /27/2rQ1/2 = 0.0694... .  
Finally, let ~ denote the family of reduced labelled trees for which ~(t)  = e' - 1 - t. 
(This is the family enumerated in [1, 5], as we mentioned before.) Then v = In 2, 
/~ = ln(4/e), and 
3', ~ a(2.588---)"-n 3,'2, 
where a = (ln(4/e)/4~)l/2 = 0.1753... .  In Table 1 we il lustrate the conclusion of 
Theorem 3 on these three families for five part icular cost functions; the l imiting 
values have been truncated after three decimal places. 
Table 1 
Some values of K = lim ~(n)- n 3,,2 
Family Cost function 
f (k )  = 1 f (k)  = logz k f (k)  = k f (k)  = k z f (k)  = 2 k 
Reduced 2 3 trees 1.456 
Reduced plane trees 1.272 
Reduced labelled trees 1.425 
1.740 3.397 8.251 7.766 
1.695 3.379 10.214 12.285 
1.726 3.402 8.726 8.555 
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Note added in proof. F. G6bel and C. Hoede have considered the problem of 
determining the structure of trees T, that minimize h(T,,) for certain cost functions f(k) 
in: "On an Optimality Property of Ternary Trees", Information and Control 42 
(1979) 10-26. 
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